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Components 

- 4 Player Boards 

- 4 Player Aids 

- 1 1st Player tile 

- 100 Tiles 
- 12 red tiles 
- 12 blue tiles 
- 12 yellow tiles 
- 12 purple tiles 
- 12 green tiles 
- 12 orange tiles 
- 16 white tiles 
- 12 Fame tiles 

- 63 Cards 
- 12 Yearly Review cards 
- 26 Show cards 
- 1 Special Show card 
- 12 Technology level 1 cards 
- 12 Technology level 2 cards 

- Rules
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Since you were a child, you loved Zoos! Seeing up 
close majestic and wild animals, being in a Zoo was 
your favorite way to pass time. But since humanity 
abandoned Earth and colonized planets, asteroids, 
and moons the need for Zoos faded quickly. Now 
though, you are determined to bring back that vital 
industry, by building the best Space Zoo in the 
galaxy! You will fill your empty land with aquatic 
Animals from the planet Hagrore, or capture 
dangerous beasts from the small moon Einia, or 
even acquire advanced robotic Animals from the 
colony of Thorix 8N. The time is now to start 
building and gathering more and more visitors!

Your Goal 
In the four rounds of the game Space Zoo you will 
have the opportunity to obtain majestic Animals, 
complete unique Shows and attract Visitors in your 
Zoo! The Animals have different shapes and sizes 
and belong to one of six distinct types, each one 
with different scoring methods. At the end of each 
year(round), you will earn Fame based on the 
amount of Visitors you attracted. By completing 
Shows you will also earn Fame and at the end of 
the game the player with the most Fame will be 
the winner.
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Setup 

1. Player Boards 
Each player takes one player board and place it in front of them.   

2. Shows 
Shuffle the Show cards and turn face up one card per player. Also, each 
player takes one Show card and place it face down next to their board. 

3. Special Show 
Place the Special Show card next to the pile of Show cards.  

4. Technology 
Shuffle the Technology cards and turn face up one card per player. Do 
this process for both the level 1 and level 2 Technology cards. For an 
easier game, remove all the level 2 Technology cards, and the 
corresponding (T2) Building tiles. 

5. Yearly Review 
Shuffle the Yearly Review cards and deal three of them face up and one 
face down. Underneath each of them place at random one Fame tile per 
player minus one. For example, in a 4 player game place 3 Fame tiles 
under each Yearly Review card. After you place them, sort them out in 
descending numerical order. In games with fewer than 4 or 3 players 
remove the corresponding Fame tiles. 

6. Animals 
Lay the Animal tiles in the middle of the table. Sort them by size 
(squares) and place as many copies for each Animal as there are 
players. 

7. 1st Player tile 
The last player that visited a zoo in earth will be the 1st player for the 
first round. In subsequent rounds the 1st Player tile will move 
clockwise. Keep track of turns during each round by rotating the 1st 
player tile 90°. 

Player Aids 
Each player can take one Player Aid, and place it next to their board. 

You are now ready to begin building!
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Types of Cards

Show cards 
During their turn players can 
take Show cards instead of 
placing a new Animal in their 
zoo. By completing these 
shows the players will earn 
extra Fame at the end of the 
game. There is no hand limit 
for these cards and players 
get no penalty for unfinished 
Shows at the end of the 
game. Only Animal tiles 
participate in Shows.

Yearly Review cards 
At the end of each round 
players will calculate their 
Visitors for the year, based 
on the current trends. 
Each Yearly Review shows 
three types of Animals 
that attract Visitors and 
players only score these 
specific types of Animals. 
Also, they earn bonus 
Visitors from their 
Buildings.



 

Special Show 
The Special Show is 
awarded to the 1st player 
to completely fill their zoo. 
It is available to all the 
players from the beginning 
of the game, and as soon 
as a zoo is filled it is 
awarded to that player.

Technology cards, level 1 
Whenever you take a level 1 
Building you also take one of the 
available level 1 Technology 
cards. These cards will score you 
extra Visitors, based on other 
Animals you have. The Buildings 
score in every round.
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Technology cards, level 2 
Whenever you take a level 2 Building 
you also take one of the available 
level 2 Technology cards. These cards 
will grand you special abilities that 
will change the course of the game. 
Unless stated otherwise, these 
powers can be used once per round. 
For an easier game you can remove 
these cards form the game.
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Round Order 

The game lasts for 4 rounds,  
and each round has 2 phases.

Phase 1: Player Actions 
Each round begins with the player holding the 1st player tile 
and moving clockwise. If it is the 4th round, also turn face up 
the last Yearly review card.  

During your turn you can either take any one Animal tile or 
Show card. You will have four turns during the round. 
- When you take an Animal tile you must place it immediately 
in your player board. The tile cannot exceed the limits of the 
board and it cannot cover other already placed Animals. You 
don’t have to place tiles adjacent to each other or in any 
specific orientation or side but you cannot move them after 
you placed them. Keep in mind also, that the first player to 
completely fill his/her Zoo will earn the Special Show card.  
- When you take a Show card, place it face down with the 
Show card you started the game with. You can view them any 
time you want but keep them secret from the other players. 
By completing these Shows you will earn extra Fame at the 
end of the game. There is no hand limit for these cards and 
you get no penalty for unfinished Shows at the end of the 
game.  

When you complete your action, the next player will do his/
her action.  
For your convenience, whenever it’s the turn of the 1st player 
rotate 90° the 1st player tile to indicate the current turn. 

This process is repeated 4 times, so in each round you will 
have 4 actions. 
When all players have completed their actions, move to the 
next phase.
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Phase 2: Yearly Review 
In the second phase of the round you will calculate how 
many Visitors your Zoo had the past year(round). You will 
check the next available Yearly Review card and each 
player will calculate their score.  
In each round only three types of Animals will score, the 
rest of them will not be considered. Each Animal belongs 
to a specific type and has written on it a number of 
Visitors it attracts. That number may change depending 
on the scoring rules of the Animal’s type.  
You must carefully follow the different scoring rules and 
calculate your score. Also, don’t forget to score your 
Building tiles, represented by the Technology cards, as 
they are scored in each round. Then you will compare 
your score with your opponents and get Fame.  
Underneath each Yearly Review card there are Fame tiles, 
according to the number of players. The player with the 
highest total of Visitors will get the first tile (the highest 
number), the second player the second highest and so 
on. The last player will get no tile and no Fame. Keep 
these tiles face down next to your player board. In case 
of a tie, compare the Visitors that each tied player had of 
the first shown type on the Yearly Review card. In case of 
a further tie, compare the second shown type, then the 
third and then the Buildings.

All players score their Robotic (green) 
Animals, adding the value shown on their tiles, 
except for the player with the fewest Robotic 
Animals, in size. That player doesn’t attract 
any Visitors with their Robotic Animals and 
loses one Visitor. In case of a tie, all tied 
players will not score their Robotic Animals, 
and will lose 1 Visitor.

Scoring Rules
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Have in your lair any one Imprisonment 
(purple) equipment.

All players score their Aquatic (blue) Animals 
adding the value shown on their tiles. Then the 
player with the most continuous pool in squares 
(blue tiles adjacent to each other) will score 6 
extra Visitors. In case of a tie, all tied players 
will score the extra Visitors. 
ex. Mark has two 5-squared blue tiles adjacent 
to each other and all the other players only have 
one blue tile. So Mark has the most continuous 
pool, and will attract 4 Visitors plus 6 extra.

All players score their Adorable (red) Animals 
adding the value shown on their tiles. Each 
Adorable Animal gets +1 Visitor for each other 
type of Animal they border. They benefit from 
each other type only once per type.

All players score their Endangered (yellow) 
Animals adding the value shown on their tiles. 
Each Endangered Animal gets -1 Visitor for each 
other type of Animal they border. They suffer 
from each other type only once per type.

All players score their Dangerous (purple) 
Animals, but in order to score each Dangerous 
Animal must be completely surrounded by other 
tiles or by the borders of their Zoo.
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In order to score your Exotic Animals, you 
need to have equal or more Exotic Animals, 
in squares, from the player to your right. 

The Buildings will score each round so don’t 
forget them! All level 1 Buildings will have 
an accompanying level 1 Technology card 
that will give you an extra scoring method. 
Also, some level 2 Technology cards will 
influence the scoring, so keep them in mind.

Example of Scoring

Joan finished the second round  
with these Animals in her Zoo.  
This is the Yearly review for  
the round so she need to  
calculate her Visitors. Firstly,  
she counts her Red tiles adding  
extra points for any adjacent  
tile of another type. She gets  
13 Visitors. Then she scores her Green tiles, as she is not the 
one with the fewest Green tiles. She gets another 7 Visitors. 
For the Blue tiles, she counts the Visitors shown on her Blue 
tile (3 Visitors). Unfortunately she doesn’t have the most 
continuous pool so she doesn’t get the 6 extra customers. 
Lastly she gets 2 Visitors from her Building. Her total is 25 
Visitors. She will compare her total with that of the other 
players in order to see how much Fame she gained this round.
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Basic Symbols

After the end of the 4th round the game will end and the 
players will count their Fame!  

You calculate your final score counting the Fame tiles you 
earned during the game and the Shows you have in your 
hand and have completed. Also count the Special Show, if 
you have it. You do not lose Fame for uncompleted Shows. 
Don’t forget to count any extra Fame from Technology cards 
you have acquired.   

The player with the highest total will be the winner and the 
proud owner of the best Zoo in the whole universe! 
In case of a tie, the player with the most Buildings, in 
squares, among those tied, will be the winner. In case of a 
further tie the player with the most completed shows among 
those tied will be the winner.

End Scoring

Fame Visitor

Examples of requirements of Shows
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Have in your Zoo any one Dangerous (purple) Animal.

Have in your Zoo any one Animal with size 5 (five 
squares). 

Have in your Zoo any one Adorable (red) Animal 
adjacent to an Aquatic (blue) Animal.


